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Kokkos Code Deprecations - Timeline

§ Current status https://github.com/kokkos/kokkos/wiki/DeprecationPage
§ Kokkos’ master branch default: deprecated code is enabled
§ Kokkos’ develop branch default: deprecated code is disabled
§ Makefile settings:
§ KOKKOS_OPTIONS= enable_deprecated_code
§ KOKKOS_OPTIONS= disable_deprecated_code

§ CMake configure option:
§ KOKKOS_ENABLE_DEPRECATED_CODE:BOOL=ON/OFF

§ Trilinos default: deprecated code is enabled until next promotion
§ Next steps
§ Kokkos version 3.0: Disable deprecated code by default in Trilinos
§ Complete removal after Kokkos version 3.0 release
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Compile-time Detectable Changes
Deprecated Feature

Replaced By

Reason

View<>::ptr_on_device()

View<>::data()

Alignment with C++ standard

View<>::dimension_X()

View<>::extent(X)

Alignment with C++ standard

View<>::dimension(X)

View<>::extent(X)

Alignment with C++ standard

View<>::capacity()

View<>::span(X)

Alignment with C++ standard

StaticCrsGraph <
DataType,
Layout,
DeviceType,
SizeType,
MemoryTraits>

StaticCrsGraph <
DataType,
Layout,
DeviceType,
MemoryTraits,
SizeType>

Make order for template parameters
consistent with Kokkos::View

Compile-time Detectable Changes
Deprecated Feature

Replaced By

Reason

View<>::operator()(Args...) with
sizeof…(Args) != View<>::Rank

View<>::access(Args...)

Frequent source of hard
to detect bugs in user
code.

1. Use the correct # args
2. Create a meta function to produce layout
with correct number of arguments
3. Note you can also use the
implementation detail macro
KOKKOS_IMPL_CTOR_DEFAULT_ARG
for arguments larger than rank_dynamic,
but no backwards compatibility
guarantee.

Frequent source of hard
to detect bugs in user
code.

e.g.
View<double*> v(“v”,N0); // Rank 1
v(i0,i1); // this was valid
Constructors:
View<>::View(Arg,N0,...,N7) with
# of extent arguments !=
View<>::rank_dynamic
e.g.
Kokkos::View<double*> v(“v”, N0, N1);
// rank_dynamic == 1
// # extent arguments == 2

Compile-time Detectable Changes
Deprecated Feature

Replaced By

Reason

ExecSpace::is_initialized()

Kokkos::is_initialized()

Too many possibilities of
organizing Kokkos initialization:
now streamlined interface.

ExecSpace::initialize(...)

Kokkos::initialize(...)

Too many possibilities of
organizing Kokkos initialization:
now streamlined interface.

ExecSpace::print_configuration(...)

Kokkos::print_configuration(...)

Too many possibilities of
organizing Kokkos initialization:
now streamlined interface.

ExecSpace::max_hardware_thread_id()

ExecSpace::concurrency()

Removal of execution space
specific interfaces in favor of
interface common to all.

ExecSpace::hardware_thread_id()

Use Kokkos::UniqueToken

Removal of execution space
specific interfaces in favor of
interface common to all.

Compile-time Detectable Changes
Deprecated Feature

Replaced By

Reason

TeamPolicy<>::
team_size_max(Functor)

TeamPolicy<>::
team_size_max(Functor,
DispatchTag)

Now a member function of the team
policy. The previous variant didn't take
all necessary information into account
and could result in invalid answers.

TeamPolicy<>::
team_size_recommended(Functor)

TeamPolicy<>::
team_size_recommended(
Functor,
DispatchTag)

Now a member function of the team
policy. The previous variant didn't take
all necessary information into account
and could result in invalid answers.

DualView::modified_host

Modify flags are now private
members; to reset state use
DualView::clear_sync_state()

This allowed us internal optimization
such as having both views being
merged into one and deciding where to
store the data.

DualView::modified_device

Modify flags are now private
members; to reset state use
DualView::clear_sync_state()

This allowed us internal optimization
such as having both views being
merged into one and deciding where to
store the data.

Compile-time Detectable Changes
Deprecated Feature

Replaced By

Reason

KOKKOS_HAVE_...

KOKKOS_ENABLE_...

Harmonization of Macro Names

KOKKOS_HAVE_PTHREAD

KOKKOS_ENABLE_THREADS

Harmonization of Macro Names

KOKKOS_HAVE_CXX11

Not necessary anymore

Run-time Detectable Changes
Deprecated Feature

Replaced By

Reason

DualView::sync<SPACE>
with SPACE not matching that
of underlying View’s SPACEs

Use correct SPACE if templating
necessary; else use
sync_host(), sync_device().

This had unexpected behavior, e.g.
when using DualViews on UVM
memory; non-matching space ended up
syncing to host.

DualView::need_sync<SPACE>
with SPACE not matching that
of underlying View’s SPACEs

Use correct SPACE if templating
necessary; else use
need_sync_host(),
need_sync_device().

This had unexpected behavior, e.g.
when using DualViews on UVM
memory; non-matching space ended up
syncing to host.

DualView::modify<SPACE>
with SPACE not matching that
of underlying View’s SPACEs

Use correct SPACE if templating
necessary; else use
modify_host(), modify_device().

This had unexpected behavior, e.g.
when using DualViews on UVM
memory; non-matching space ended up
syncing to host.

DualView::view<SPACE>
with SPACE not matching that
of underlying View’s SPACEs

Use correct SPACE if templating
necessary; else use
view_host(), view_device().

This had unexpected behavior, e.g.
when using DualViews on UVM
memory; non-matching space ended up
syncing to host.

Run-time Detectable Changes
Deprecated Feature

Replaced By

Reason

deep_copy(A,B) where
A and B sizes do not match

deep_copy(subview(A,...),
subview(B,...))

Frequent source of hard to detect bugs in
user code.

TeamPolicy<>(N,team_size)
with team_size larger than
supported

Previously adjusted team_size
to maximum possible value,
now this errors out.
Use AUTO if team_size shall be
adjustable

Frequent source of hard to detect bugs in
user code.

KokkosKernels Compile-time Changes
Deprecated Feature

Replaced By

Reason

Graph coloring header file
renamed:

KokkosGraph_Distance1Color.hpp
and/or
KokkosGraph_Distance2Color.hpp

To split distance-1 and
distance-2 graph coloring
capabilities and make file
naming consistent with
kokkos-kernels conventions.

graph_compute_distance2_color_serial(…)

More consistent function
naming

KokkosGraph_graph_color.hpp
d2_graph_color(…)

